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SnapNrack 
Roof Mounting System
SnapNrack was developed by a team of veteran solar engineers working with installers in the field to 
ensure quick, efficient installation. It simplifies and reduces the cost of the solar installation process. 
SnapNrack is a top-down roof mounting solution, load-tested and engineered for up to 150 mph wind 
loads. The rail is a lightweight anodized aluminum extrusion that is easy to transport, handle, and install. 
SnapNrack is compatible with modules from virtually any manufacturer. Snap-in sliding channel nuts 
ensure quick and easy installation and precise alignment of module clamps. Mid-clips are ½" wide to 
simplify layout calculations. Every bolt in the system uses the same size wrench, ensuring efficient 
installation and reducing man-hours on the roof. Standoffs and L-feet connect to the rails using the same 
snap-in channel nuts as the module clamps—no drilling required. Channels in the rail profiles can be used 
for clean, simplified wire management. SnapNrack is engineered for durability and structural integrity in 
all environments, providing excellent seismic, wind, and snow loading protection on all components. Its 
compact and efficient rail design reduces material requirements and ensures a low profile installation on 
any roof. SnapNrack has been engineered from the ground up to ensure maximum standoff adjustability 
for a clean, level installation even on uneven roof surfaces. Tilt-up can be achieved with pieces of cut 
rail and the tilt leg kit. Rails and components are covered by a 10-year warranty. 

SnapNrack Sample Kit
Description Item Code

Kit includes sample of rail, module clamps, universal end clamp, flashing, and L-foot 015-20000

SnapNrack Universal Roof Mount Kits
SnapNrack Universal Roof Mount Kits include black or clear anodized rail, mid clamps, Universal 
End Clamps (UEC), and black rail end caps, so they are suitable for use with black- or clear-framed 
modules. The UEC slips beneath the bottom flange of the module frame; one size fits virtually all modules 
with frame depth greater than 1.3". Secured out of sight beneath the modules, the UECs lend a smooth, 
finished look to the array. Module quantities in the table below are applicable for modules listed in this 
catalog, as well as any other brand of modules with a width of 39.5" or less. Aluminum rails may be cut 
to length as needed. Roof attachment parts are sold separately and depend on the type of roof to which 
the mounting structure will be secured. 

SnapNrack Universal Mount Kits
Module 
quantity

Clear frame
1.31" – 1.77" thick

Clear frame
1.78" – 2.30" thick

Black frame
1.31" – 1.77" thick

Black frame
1.78" – 2.30" thick

3 015-10050 015-10060 015-09950 015-10070
4 015-10051 015-10061 015-09951 015-10071
5 015-10052 015-10062 015-09952 015-10072
6 015-10053 015-10063 015-09953 015-10073
7 015-10054 015-10064 015-09954 015-10074
8 015-10055 015-10065 015-09955 015-10075
9 015-10056 015-10066 015-09956 015-10076

10 015-10057 015-10067 015-09957 015-10077

Clean, sleek lines with  
concealed clamps

Fully-flashed roof penetrations

SnapNrack Sample Kit

Fast, Accurate Shipping to your Job Site. With just-in-time delivery and blind 
drop shipping, we can ship directly to your customers, just as if it came directly from you.
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SnapNrack Module Clamps
Module Clamps are available in different sizes to match PV module frame thickness/depth. Please refer 
to your PV module specification document to determine the correct clamps for your system. Universal 
End Clamps can be used on virtually any module with a bottom flange and thickness greater than 1.3".

Bulk Module Clamps with Bolts and Nuts

Description Frame 
depth

Item code
Clear aluminum Black anodized

Single pieces 12 pack 48 pack Single pieces 12 pack 48 pack
Mid clamp 0.75" - 1.3" 015-11014 015-11016 015-11018 015-11015 015-11017 015-11019
Mid clamp 1.31" - 1.77" 015-09903 015-09904 015-11010 015-09906 015-09907 015-11012
Mid clamp 1.78"- 2.3" 015-09905 015-09902 015-11011 015-09871 015-09872 015-11013
Universal End Clamp *new easier installation >1.3" 015-09943 015-09944 015-11054 -- -- --
Adjustable End Clamp - 2-Piece, thin frames 1.2" - 1.45" 015-11166 015-11167 -- 015-11170 015-11171 --
Adjustable End Clamp - 2-Piece, thick frames 1.49" - 2.0" 015-11168 015-11169 -- 015-11172 015-11173 --

NEW! Array Edge Screen 
The new Array Edge Screen (Critter Guard) is designed to keep birds and other pesky critters from 
making their home under the array. The clips attach to the bottom flange of the module frame and have 
hooks to snap the screen into place. The clips are painted steel and can be “snapped” to the appropriate 
length to accommodate height variations. The mesh screen is vinyl-coated steel, rigid enough to keep 
out even the most industrious squirrel. The box frame adaptor allows for mounting on module frames 
that lack a flange to mount to (1 per clip).

Array Edge Screen
Description Item code

Array edge screen (critter guard), - 100 linear-foot kit, 4" screen, 36 clips 015-11176
Array edge screen (critter guard), - 100 linear-foot kit, 8" screen, 36 clips 015-11177
Array edge screen (critter guard), - Clips only, 8", 12 piece 242-80043
Array edge screen box frame adaptor 015-11178

SnapNrack Hardware Accessories
Splice Kits attach two lengths of rail together to create a strong single support.
Rail End Caps cover the ends of the rail to create a seamless line to the end of the array.
The Rail Cover provides a complete wire management solution and a clean look to an installation.
The Microinverter Attachment Kit includes all of the hardware needed to attach microinverters to a 
system. Each microinverter kit includes enough hardware to attach (2) Enphase microinverters.
Channel Nuts snap into the rail and provide a mounting location for a 5/16"-18 standard bolt.

Accessories

Description
Item code

Clear aluminum Black anodized
Single pieces 12 pack 48 pack Single pieces 12 pack 48 pack

SnapNrack splice kit - single bar with hardware 015-09967 015-09968 015-11000 015-09969 015-09970 015-11001
SnapNrack rail end cap - black rubber -- -- -- -- 015-09994 015-09959
SnapNrack rail cover clear - two 48" pieces 015-09995 -- 015-11109 -- -- --
SnapNrack channel nut -- 015-09993 015-11111 -- -- --
Microinverter Attachment Kit with WEEB grounding (for (2) M215) 015-09971 015-09900 015-09901 -- -- --
Microinverter Attachment Kit without WEEB grounding 015-11202 015-11179 -- -- -- --
SolarEdge Attachment Kit with WEEB grounding 015-11203 015-11180 -- -- -- --


